CASH GIFTS TO P&Y TRUST FUND

Bronze Level (cumulative cash gifts of $5,000+)
Dirk Dieterich  Mark Steffen  Walt Palmer
Harv Ebers  Bob Ameen

Gold Level (cumulative cash gifts of $10,000+**)
Gary Bogner  Jim Hens  Ricardo Longoria
Tom Hoffman  Ben Wallace  Brad Jannenga
Nathan Andersohn  Jack Furst  Garry Brandenburg
Edwin DeYoung  Merrill Jones  J. Camp Newton
Bob DeLaney  Gerald Dowell  Leonard Grimes
Donald Thompson

Platinum Level (cumulative cash gifts of $100,000+)
Jack D. Frost  Ken & Anna Vorisek

2019 Eligible Fred Bear Society Members
*Gerald Dowell  *Leonard Grimes  *Dr. Warren Strickland
*Gary Bogner  *Walter Krom  *Tom Hentrick
*Lee Schiferl  *Donald Thompson  *George Harms

*Indicates members who will be recognized for their contributions at the 2019 Convention in Omaha, Nebraska. **Donors who reach this level of giving ($10,000) are automatically eligible for the Fred Bear Society and will be inducted at the next biennial meeting attended. Donors will receive not only the recognition mentioned above, but will also receive the Fred Bear Society recognition.

RECENT TRUST FUND DONORS
David C. Gordon, Jr.  William David Vasko  M. Blake Patton  Dwight Schuh
Bob Ameen  Michael A. Hudzick  Billy Ellis III  Robert Kampen
Mark E. Titus  Donald Thompson  Robert Osgood  George Harms

FRED BEAR SOCIETY CLASS OF 2013

FRED BEAR SOCIETY CLASS OF 2015

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR YOUR GENEROUS SUPPORT